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l. Introduction
Fully depleted ultra-thin-body (UTB) SOI MOSFET structures

provide excellent suppression of short channel effects and hence

are promising for sub-70nm technology [U,[2]. However, it is very
difficult to adjust the threshold voltage (V.1) of a UTB MOSFET by
conventional channel implantation [3]. To avoid dopant fluctuation
effects, a lightly doped Si body should be used, with threshold
voltage adjustment achieved via gate work-function engineering.
Metallic gate materials are desirable for reducing resistance, and for
eliminating the gate depletion effect as well as dopant penetration

through ultra+hin gate dielechics. In this paper, threshold voltage
adjustment for Mo-gated UTB MOSFETs by nitrogen implantation
is demonstrated for the first time.

2. Device Fabrication

Fig.l summarizes the sequence of process steps used to
fabricate UTB MOSFETS in this work, and Fig.2 provides a
cross-sectional schematic of the final structure. The initial SoI film
(p-type, l5O-cm, <100>, Ts/Teoft00nm/400nm) was thinned
down to -10nm by thermal oxidation. The body thickness was

chosen not to be too thin, to avoid V1 shifts due to quantum

confinement [4]. After active-area patterning, the gate dielectric
was formed by thermal oxidation (2.5nm) and the Mo gate film
(40nm) was deposited in a DC magnetron sputtering system at

200"C (10-7 Ton base pressure). Then, nitrogen implantation was

performed at various doses (see Table I for experimental split
conditions). N+ poly-Si and a SiO2 hard-mask layer were then
deposited. The purpose of the hard mask was to prevent shorting
of the source and drain (S/D) during the subsequent selective
deposition of Ge to form raised S/D contact regions (Fig. 2). A
highly selective dry etch process (selectivity > 70:l) was developed
to etch the Mo gate on thin gate oxide. After gate-sidewall spacer

formation, Ge was deposited selectively and S/D implants were
performed. Device fabrication was completed with a 60s, 700oC

RTA in N2 ambient to activate the implanted S/D dopants. This
conservative anneal was used because Ge and Si intermixing is
known to be enhanced in the presence of dopants [6], for the
formation of abrupt and shallow pn junctions with low thermal
budget.

3. Results and Discussion

Fig.3 shows the measured high-frequency C-V curves for
bulk-Si control devices implanted with various doses of raM (Table
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I). The shift in flat-band voltage Vps is proportional to the implant

dose (AVps = 65mV/lx10r5 cm-2). Since nitrogen diffirses rapidly

in Mo and segregates to the Mo-SiO2 interface [5], the

concentration of nitrogen at the interface is dependent on the total

nitrogen dose implanted inside the Mo film. Fig.4 shows XRD
analysis results for two different samples. The sample implanted

with nitrogen shows several diffraction peaks corresponding to

MozN. This is evidence that Mo is chemically modified to Moy'.{ at

the interface, to effect a reduction in gate work-function.

V1 was extracted for the UTB MOSFET using the g*n,"*

method, as shown in Fig.6. The Mo-gated PMOS V1 is -0.2V, and

shifts by approximately -65mV for every lxl0lscm-2 increment in
raN* implant dose (Fig.7). Thus, the threshold voltage of UTB
MOSFETs can be effectively adjusted via gate work-function

engineering. In order to achieve the desired Vr (0.2-0.3V) in
n-channel UTB MOSFETs, and estimated dose of 6-8x10rscm-2 is

needed. Fig.8 shows measured DIBL for UTB PMOSFETs. Despite

the lightly doped (l015cma) body, DIBL is greatly suppressed (<

40mV/V) because of the ultra-thin body.

4. Summaqy

Metal gate work-function engineering is demonstrated to be

feasible for adjusting the V1 in UTB SOI MOSFETs, for the first

time. Mo gate technology is an attractive candidate for future

CMOS technologies employing UTB MOSFET structures,

particularly for multiple-V1 applications.
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Table I. Process split conditions

Implant

20KeV, 2x10r5cm-2

20KeV, 4xl0r5cm-2

No Implant

20KeV, 2x10r5cm-2

20KeV. 4xlOrscm-2

UTB SOI
P-type

(1or5cm-3)

@l00KHz

Accumulation
p-sub (<l0t5cm-3)

-r- No lmplant
--a- ttN 

2x1015 cm'2

-{- ttN 4x1ots cm'2

Tor: 2.5 nm
Area: 100 r 100 m'

-1.5 -1.0 -0.5 0.0 0.5

Gate Voltage, Vo" (V)

Fig. 3 Measured high-frequency CV curves
of bulk-Si control devices after RTA.
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Gate Stack (SiOr/lvlo)

Nitrogen Implantation

Poly-Si/LTO Deposition

Gate & Gate Spacer Formation

Raised Ge SA) Formation

S/D Implantation & RTA

Fig. 1 Sequence of fabrication steps
for UTB SOI MOSFET.
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Fig. 5 The g-,^o method was used to
extract the Vr of UTB MOSFET.

Fig. 2 Cross'sectional schematic
the final UTB SOI MOSFET.
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Fig. 6 Measured high frequency CV curves
for UTB capacitors. (V1=-0.2, -0.32, -0.6)
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Fig. 4 XRD analysis of Mo gate films. (a) The entire

formed in the nitrogen implanted sample.

GateVoltage, V* M
Fig. 7(a) Ips-V6s characteristic of UTB
PMOSFET.
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Fig. 7(b) IDs-Vps characteristic of UTB
PMOSFET.
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Fig. S DIBL is suppressed below
40mVA/ due to the ulfra thin bodv.
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